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Hey band app for pc

What's new in Hey Band 1.39.08Fix Bugs We provide Hey Band apk 1.39.08 file for Windows (10,8,7, XP), PC, Laptop, Bluestacks, Android emulator, and other devices like mac, BlackBerry, Kindle, Android, ... Hey Band is a free Health &amp; Fitness app, and has been developed by Oudmon Developer.Hey Band 1.39.08 is the newest and latest version for Hey Band apk. It is
easy to download and install. On this page you can find Hey Band apk detail and permissions and click download apk to directly download Hey Band apk. Older versions of Hey Band apk also available with us: 1.38.09, 1.37.16, 1.37.11, 1.35.03, 1.33.07.Please know that we only share the original apk file, without modifications, safe to download and without any viruses. If there
are any problems, please let us know. Hey Band helps you use heart rate to take your fitness to the next level and see how your steps add up every day. Hey Band views progress towards your daily goals for steps, distance, burned calories, and actively sees your minutes. Hey Band records your sleep at night, and reviews your sleep trends over time. Application
permissionsHey Band 1.39.08 apk requires the following permissions. Allows an application to change the Z-order of tasks. Allows an app to create windows using the type TYPE_APPLICATION_OVERLAY, which appears above all other applications. Allows apps to change Wi-Fi connection status. Allows an app to access an approximate location. Allows you to use
PowerManager WakeLocks to prevent sleep or screen from fading. Allows access to the vibrator. Allows applications to open network slots. Allows only read access to the phone's status, including the device's phone number, current cellular network information, the status of any calls in progress, and a list of any phone accounts registered on the device. Allows an app to read
from an external store. Allows an application to initiate a phone call without going through the dialer user interface for the user to confirm the call. Allows you to mount and un mount file systems for removable storage. Allows an application to write to an external store. Allows applications to access information about networks. Allows an app to access an exact location. Allows apps
to access information about Wi-Fi networks. Allows an application to read or write system settings. Allows applications to connect to paired Bluetooth. Allows apps to discover and pair bluetooth devices. Allows an app to receive SMS messages. Allows an app to read SMS messages. Required to be able to access the camera device. Allows an application to record audio. Allows
an application to read the user's contact data. Allows an application to write the user's contact data. Allows an application to read low-level system logs. This constant was rejected at API level 21. It's no longer enforced. Allows an application to collect data usage statisticsAncing permission indicates intent to use the API, and the device user can grant permissions settings app.
App reviewsNives: 2.5/5 based on 3183 reviews (*) required5 ★ Shame that continues to unfold? It will be consistently disconnected from watch sensors so there are extended periods (days) missing from health history apps giving an incomplete view of your long-term progress.1 ★ first two weeks were great. since then, nothing synchronizes, nothing works, no one talks to anyone
else. sucked e with everything you were going to do and all it is now is an expensive pedometer. I'm very unhappy. the following questions are questionable. All we know is what they tell us he's going to do. few items that will.3 ★ is ok when it works, but the connection is very unstable, then it is really difficult to connect again. Also, this time, 2 functions disappeared, oxygen levels
in the blood and energy levels. Very disappointing update. The log on the button has now stopped working too1 and ★ great for one day, was really excited. Day 2 is unpaid and now can't get it to log in again. What a pity. Nothing like being told it would do. 5 ★ Having seen other reviews, I was a little skeptical about this app, but it turned out I had nothing to worry about.
Although I lost the Bluetooth pair initially, I paired it with my watch and haven't had any major problems with it since. There is an error with the Health Record page. Blood &amp; oxygen pressure levels are the wrong way (O2 levels presented as BP levels &amp; vice versa). The only negative is that it records me as asleep sometimes when in fact, I'm just watching TV!1 ★ Hard to
connect and drops the connection all the time, which means the clock is useless. It's a nice watch, but it's not good without an app that works.3 ★ After updating android version to 9 on Huawei phone, push notification for incoming phone calls stop working. App have all licenses for notification. With version 8 it worked fine.1 ★ This is the worst app I've ever used has never worked
for me since day one! It's unfortunate because I love the watch itself!3 ★ I love the watch but the app lets it down a bit, has a problem with losing the connection and doesn't save some of my settings, for example alarm and 12hr/24hr clock, this is something that needs working on.3 ★ keeps unpairing and won't be a pair. So annoying. It was good for 2 days, now can not detect
anything.3 ★ great experince so far the cloxk keeps switxh from standered time to military. authoritarian anyalization. new update required1 ★ Do not work properly or stay connected to the phone as described is a nice looking clock do not waste time or money on it and do not arrive in time shame all the lies1 ★ This application crap cause I just bought the Q8 smartwatch and I
cant even update my watch and use the clock .its stuck on the update screen, but contextion is off and on1 ★ a potentially good watch, disappointed by the bad software , same as other users, Please update, as even basic clock function is useless 1 ★ will not synchronize with the phone. I used to, but it won't be anymore I'm not enjoying it.. in very very long with this thing
similar proposed software from hey band app, you can: 1) Record movement steps per day, calculated daily calories burned, distance and time.2) record sleep per day, update your daily long deep sleep, light sleep a long time.3) heart rate, blood pressure, blood oxygen, fatigue and a basic physical examination, recording each measurement, health status at all times know.4) a
single measurement of heart rate, heart rate, real-time monitoring, two functions free switch!5) Create a smart alarm clock for the bracelet, drink reminder, sedentary reminder vibrate ring by hand, no longer bothers people around.6) bracelet that reminders to call, SMS notifications, incoming call / SMS, the bracelet automatically shake the phone in the bag you will not miss.7) for
the bracelet that palm screen bright , whether natural or wrist lift gently palming, you can easily turn on the screen.8) in two smart camera mode, anytime, anywhere to seize moments, every moment of every angle easily fixed.9) statistics for your daily, weekly, monthly data, historical data at a glance.10) micro-letter sports PK friends, easy to experience the fun of sport.11)
movement of health data blocks can be synchronized with the cloud, to provide you with a permanent data storage.12) and small partners to share a day of wins, so that small partners for your exercise and screaming.13) Apple Health APP step supported. You can open Health APP, click the sources - Hey Band - Enable all categories to open the function. Have a good time. With
Hey Band app, you can: 1) Record drive steps per day, calculated daily calories burned, distance and time.2) record sleep per day, update your daily long deep sleep, light sleep a long time.3) heart rate, blood pressure, blood oxygen, fatigue and a basic physical examination, record every measurement, state of health at any time know.4) a single measurement of heart rate, heart
rate, real-time monitoring, two functions free switch 5) Create a smart alarm clock for the bracelet, drink reminder, sedentary ring vibration by hand, no longer bother people around.6) bracelet that reminders to call, SMS notifications, incoming call / SMS, the bracelet automatically shake the phone in the bag will not miss.7) for the bracelet that palming screen , whether natural or
wrist lift gently palming, you can easily turn on the screen.8) in two smart camera mode, anytime, anywhere to seize moments, every moment of each angle easily fixed. 9) statistics for daily, Your monthly data, historical data at a glance.10) micro-letter sports PK friends, easy to experience the fun of sport. 11) Moving health data bars can be synchronized with the cloud, to
provide you with a permanent data storage.12) and small partners to share a day of wins, so that small partners for your exercise and cry. Developed by: Oudmon DeveloperLicense: FreeRating: 2.5/5 - 3,183 votesLast Update: July 06, 2019Download AppCompatible with Windows 7/8/10 Pc &amp; &amp; &amp; earlier versions Version1.39.08Size82.4 MBRelease DateDecember
08, 18CategoryHealth &amp; Fitness AppsApp Permissions:Allows an application to change the Z-order of tasks. [see more (28)] What's new: Fix bugs [see more]Description by Developer: Hey Band helps you use heart rate to take your fitness to the next level and see how your steps add up every day. Hey Band views progress towards your daily... [read more] About this app
On this page you can download Hey Band and install on your Windows PC. Hey Band is a free Health &amp; Fitness app developed by Oudmon Developer. The latest version of Hey Band is 1.39.08, released on 2018-12-08 (updated on 2019-07-06). The estimated number of downloads is greater than 100000. Hey Band's overall score is 2.5. Generally, most of the top apps in
the Android Store have a 4+ rating. This application was rated by 3,183 users, 599 users had rated it 5*, 1,384 users had rated it 1*. Older versions of Hey Band are also available with us 1.39.08 1.38.09 1.37.16 1.37.11 1.35.03 1.33.07 1.32.11 1.31.39 1.31.33 1.31.26 1.31.24 1.31.12 1.30.11 1.30.08 1.30.07 1.29.07 1.29.02 1.28.09 1.27.09 1.27.06 1.26.06 1.26.01 1.25.20
1.25.3-beta 1.24.5-release Instruction on how to install Hey Band on Windows XP/7/8/10 Pc &amp; LaptopIn this post, I am going to show you how to install Hey Band on Windows PC by using Android App Player such as BlueStacks, Nox, KOPlayer, ... Before you start, you need to download the apk installation file, you can find the download button at the top of this page. Save it
in an easy location. [Note]: You can also download earlier versions of this application at the bottom of this page. Below you will find a detailed step-by-step guide, but I want to give you a quick overview of how it works. All you need is a emulator that will mimic an Android device on your Windows PC and then you can install apps and use it – you see that you're actually playing on
Android, but it doesn't run on a smartphone or tablet, it runs on a COMPUTER. If this doesn't work on your computer, or you can't install, comment here and we'll help you! Install using BlueStacksInstall using NoxPlayerDownload &amp; Install BlueStacks at: the APK file: Double-click the APK file to start BlueStacks and install the application. If the apk file doesn't automatically
open BlueStacks, right-click it and select Open with... Go to the blue attacks. You can also drag-and-drop the apk file onto the BlueStacks home screen install, just click Run to open, it works like a charm :D. Download &amp; Install NoxPlayer at: . Installation is easy to perform. Drag the apk file to Knox and drop it. File Manager will appear. Click the Open XXX folder button under
the file symbol that turns blue. Then you will be able to install the APK that you just download from your computer to Knox or move/copy the file to other locations in Knox.Fix bugsAllows an application to change the Z-series of tasks. Allows an application to create windows using the type TYPE_APPLICATION_OVERLAY, TYPE_APPLICATION_OVERLAY, above all other
applications. Allows apps to change Wi-Fi connection status. Allows an app to access an approximate location. Allows you to use PowerManager WakeLocks to prevent sleep or screen from fading. Allows access to the vibrator. Allows applications to open network slots. Allows only read access to the phone's status, including the device's phone number, current cellular network
information, the status of any calls in progress, and a list of any phone accounts registered on the device. Allows an app to read from an external store. Allows an application to initiate a phone call without going through the dialer user interface for the user to confirm the call. Allows you to mount and un mount file systems for removable storage. Allows an application to write to an
external store. Allows applications to access information about networks. Allows an app to access an exact location. Allows apps to access information about Wi-Fi networks. Allows an application to read or write system settings. Allows apps to connect to paired bluetooth devices. Allows apps to discover and pair bluetooth devices. Allows an app to receive SMS messages. Allows
an app to read SMS messages. Required to be able to access the camera device. Allows an application to record audio. Allows an application to read the user's contact data. Allows an application to write the user's contact data. Allows an application to read low-level system logs. This constant was rejected at API level 21. It's no longer enforced. Allows an app to collect data
usage statisticsAADisand the permission indicates the intent to use the API, and the device user can assign permissions through the Settings app. Hey Band helps you use heart rate to take your fitness to the next level and see how your steps add up every day. Hey Band views progress towards your daily goals for steps, distance, burned calories, and actively sees your
minutes. Hey Band records your sleep at night, and reviews your sleep trends over time. Time.
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